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Want to learn to code? Want to learn C++? Struggling to follow your lecturer or books and
tutorials written for experts? You're not alone. As a professional C++ developer and former
Harvard teaching fellow, I know what you need to know to be a great C++ programmer, and I
know how to teach it, one step at a time. I know where people struggle, and why, and how to
make it clear. I cover every step of the programming process, including:Getting the tools you
need to program and how to use themBasic language feature like variables, loops and
functionsHow to go from an idea to codeA clear, understandable explanation of pointersStrings,
file IO, arrays, referencesClasses and advanced class designC++-specific programming
patternsObject oriented programmingData structures and the standard template library
(STL)Key concepts are reinforced with quizzes and over 75 practice problems.
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Dakar, “This is a very good book and I definitely recommend it.. This is a very good book and I
definitely recommend it. The first half of this book goes thru the basic operating components of
doing simple programs. Its pretty good going thru standard syntax, commands, operators, loops
and into arrays and pointers and into recursion to binary trees. However after that a lot of the
material gets more complicated but some of the sample programs he uses are not complete and
seem more confusing. Basically the book explains some of the more complex parts too briefly
and then quickly delves into the next topic. C++ has a ton of stuff in it and I don't expect one
book to address each topic thoroughly, and that is the case here. The difficulty in evaluating this
book is obviously I don't really know much about these more complex topics to "know" what
things should have more detail. I will say that I was able to make a couple cool little programs
more quickly than I expected. I created a couple nice little programs that calculate networking
submasks and bits and combined some of the sample parts in the book to make a program that
creates a sorted array of randomly created prime numbers.So the biggest reason I give this 4
instead of 5 stars is the book kind of explains that many of the necessary things you learn in at
least the first half of book, aren't really how most programmers would actually code it. The book
doesn't enough detail into things like classes or methods, algorithms, inheritence etc. This book
is a great beginning to C++ but not the be all, end all book about it.”

Yuuki, “One of the great books to learn C++ from!. This is one of the books that will definitely
teach and guide you step by step towards C++ programming. If you already know the basics, it
will help you refresh your knowledge before introducing you to the deeper studies into the C++
language. Whether you are just a beginner or intermediate level in C++, this is one of the books
meant for you.I personally like how this C++ is written and is still in the middle of learning C++
deeper.Would definitely teach a class using this book this Summer/Fall.”

William M. Wilkie, “Excellent and Well written. I have read several books on C++ but Alex Allain
has a very nice way of presenting very complex and confusing aspects of this extremely
powerful language. I especially liked his explanation of pointers and his presentation of how they
are used in a detail explanation of linked lists and binary tree searches.Having been a
programmer for many years, I never understood the emphasis in C++ of writing text files versus
binary and that idea was explained in detail as well. I would still recommend Mike McGraths
book for beginners but "JumpingInto C++" should be the next step. And Alex doesn't leave you
at the end of the book. He has a web site that is dedicated to the furtherance and understanding
of C++ loaded with tutorials and newsletters to continue your C++ education. A great experience
and a great read by a great teacher.”

Ethan, “Endearing informality and excitement; lucid explanations. Already knowing Java, I can't
comment on how well the programming fundamentals are explained here. I used this book to



learn parts of basic C++ that differ from Java, and found this to be a very clear set of
explanations in a very logical order. This is one of those tech books that tries to make you
chuckle as you go along to keep from tearing up with boredom. Maybe the extremely-clear and
enthusiastic writing style would make this book great for a middle or high school student
interested in starting to program C++. A bit more proofreading would have been nice in some
places.”

Samuel W., “Good book. Bought it as it was on the reading list for my electronic engineering
degree. I read through the chapters as and when they were needed and they really helped
getting my head around programming. I also like the small references to pop culture in the book
as they keep the reading entertaining.Would recomend for someone wanting to learn the
language. However, C++ isn't too easy so I would also recomend learning a more simple
language first like python to get used to the way of thinking”

Mark A., “Quality book, Valuable content. I was pleasantly surprised when got my hands on this
book. Book isn't made using a cheap paper and you can feel thatyou got yourself a quality book.
Speaking of the content. It's meant for total beginners to C++ therefore no prior experience with
C++ is expected.Book is easy to follow, concepts are very well explained. One of the things I
appreciate the most is that the author included practice challengeswhich truly enhances learning
experience. Quality book, valuable content. Thank you.”

JOHN.R.BAILLIE, “Good book. Well written & easy to follow”

P T Crossley, “excellent for new programmers or those converting from c. Im an IT trainer, I
bought 3 books on C++ to help my son and this was by far the best structured for a learner.I
myself learned c 30 years ago and this book goes through all the common featurrs of the
languages developing into objects in a concise fluid and readable manner, it also covered
templates, File IO, formatted IO and command line arguments which had been absent in the
other books.”

The book by Alex Allain has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 282 people have provided feedback.
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